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Introduction 

ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSORS 

by 

Neal J. Dean 
Head, Data Proces sing 

Computer Systems Division 
The Ramo- Wooldridge Cor'p·oration 

1 

Probably we should establish at the outset exactly what electronic data 
processors are and how they fit into a business operation. Many of 
you have probably heard the term EDPEi which is frequently used to 
stand for Electronic Data Processing Systems. However, in our title 
we have used the word "Processors" rather than "Processing Systems." 
This is to deliberately emphasize the fact that these device~ are really 
only tools; they do not in themselves constitute a complete business 
system. In an engineering sense, the combination of equipment that 
goes together to constitute an electronic data processing installation 
could be properly called a system; however, from the businessman1s 
frame of reference, all of this equipment really represents only new 
tools for the implementation of a business system. 

A business "system" is usually thought of as the basic structure by 
which the necessary outputs are obtained from the inputs; the methods 
and techniques for obtaining these outputs are referred to as "proce
dures." Since the electronic equipment falls within the category of 
tools for performing the operations specified by the system structure, 
they really.do not replace a business system but merely mechanize 
parts of a business system. 

Thinking of electronic data processing equipment as tools for the 
accomplishment ·of business operations, a systems and procedure man 
might then legitimately classify them with other tools such as the type
writers, adding machines, bookkeeping machines, and even pencil and 
paper. Of course, the electronic tools are much more powerful and 
offer tremendous possibilities which these more conventional tools do 
not. In this sense, the electronic data processing equipment might 
seriously influence the system structure; of course, conversely the 
business system .structure does influence the particular data process
ing equipment selected to mechanize the structure. What, then, do 
people mean when they refer to the electronic data processing systems? 
It seems to the author that what is meant are data processing systems 
jn which major portions have been implemented with electronic data 
prot essing equipment. 
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Recognizing that electronic data processors are simply tools for mech
anizing business systems, let us consider what advantages these tools 
specifically offer over more conventional tools, then let us proceed to 
an examination of the specific functions of a business system that 
electronic data processing equipment can accomplish efficiently. We 
will then consider some of the specific equipment available and attempt 
to categorize it into its functional classifications. Next, we would like 
to point out some of the particular shortcomings in electronic data pro
cessing equipment, what is being done about them, and to prognosticate 
somewhat about future trends in this field. Finally, we have included 
a brief discussion of how a company might conduct an investigation of 
electronic data processing possibilities in its own applications" 

Advantages of Electronic 
Data Processing·Equipment 

First, to determine the advantages offered businessmen by electronic 
data processing equipment, we might logically begin by examining 
some. of the characteristics of this equipment from which operational 
advantages might derive: 

High Speed 

Electronic data processing equipment is capable of performing. opera
tions much more rapidly than the manual, mechanical, or electromech
anical equipment presently used for business systems. As far as 
computations or logical operations themselves, these speeds are very 
high indeed, being in the order of 1, 000 to 10, 000 operations per 
second. In the realm of input-output speeds (for inserting the informa
tion into or obtaining information from a data processing system,) these 
rates are lower than the processing speeds but still very much higher 
than any of the other conventional equipment. For example, magnetic 
tape u:nits can operate at speeds of approximately 15, 000 characters 
per second and high-speed printers can produce reports at the rate of 
1,' 000 lines per minute" 

. Automa tic Sequencing of Operations 

The tremendous speeds quoted above would be of little value if it were 
not for the fact that sequential operations on electronic equipment can 
be performed automatically with human intervention. This is in contra
distinction to punched card electromechanical equipment, in which the 
procedure for sequencing major operations is for an operator to take a 
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deck of punched cards from one machine to another. In this way, 
punched card equipment requires that the total job be broken down into 
a number of distinguishable pieces with the link between these pieces 
being the human operator transporting cards; whereas, with electronic 
equipment the entire operation, in most applications, can be performed 
in one pas s of the data through the machine. 

Increas ed Accuracy 

The accuracy of an electronic data processing system is normally much 
greater than that of a manual, mechanical, or electromechanical sys
tem~ This increased accuracy results partly from the large number of 
internal checking operations and error detection which can be per
formed in modern electronic data processing equipment. Also, because 
of the high speed mentioned above, it is also possible to "programll 
specific control checks during the course of a processing operation, 
thus introducing external controls in addition to the internal checking 
of the computer itself. Most of the increased accuracy, however, re
sults from the great reduction of human intervention. Since'the 
inherent accuracy of electronic equipment is many orders of magnitude 
greater than that of "human equipment, II increased accuracy results 
directly from the substitution of the electronic equipment for human 
operators. 

Flexibility 

Although one may get into quite :a heated discussion as to whether an 
electronic computer is more flexible than a human being, a system in 
which electronic data processing equipment is used to a large extent 
is considerably more flexible than one in which human beings are com
bined with mechanical equipment. We are assuming here that the basic 
electronic computer is a stored program device, in which the opera
tions it performs can be changed by simply changing the coded instruc
tions, written to perform these operations. 

On the other hand, the particular arrangement of men and machines, 
where mechanical or electromechanical machines are used to imple
ment a specific system, is quite inflexible. Many times, even the 
machines themselves are special purpose, such as are some of the 
more elaborate bookkeeping or pos ting machines.. Of course, the 
punched card equipment is considerably more flexible than such man
ually operated machines, but even here the particular combination of 
machines selected is on the basis of particular applications and their 
utility o'n'applications which are quit~ different is usually not very 
efficient. 
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Now there are many benefits to business operations arising from these 
characteristics of electronic equipment. Among the important ones 
are the following: , 

Reduced Cos t 

This largely arises from the increased speed and the' automaticity of 
operations. 

Improved Reporting 

The advantages here are really two-fold. One is that the reports are 
more up-to-date because they can be produced more rapidly than they 
-can be under the manual or semi-automatic electromechanical data 
processing syst~ms, while the second aspect of thi's improved report
ing arises from the increased accuracy. Thus, ill:0re up-to-date and 
more acc_urate reports can be produced on electronic data processing 
equipment. 

The Consolidation of Files 

This is a result of the rapid speed of processing as well as the auto
matici ty of operations, making it pos sible to perform a Inuch greater 
proportion of the total job in one pas s of the inforInation through the 
processing equipInent than is possible on conventional systems. This 
consolidation of files is a virtue both because of the space saving re
sulting froIn it as well as the increased accuracy which it Inakes pos
sible. The 'latter follows directly froInthe number of files, thus 
Inaking it unnecessary to be sure that a large nUlTIber of files are in 
agreement for common inforInation; for example, it is not necessary 
to ,be sure to post any changes to Inany different files. 

The AutoInatic Processing of Exceptions 

To a much greater extent than is ever possible oli punched card equip
ment, it is feasible with electronic devices to process almost all of the 
concei vable exceptions that Inight aris e in data pro ce s sing. This 
results from a' combination of the speed, the autoInatic operations and 
the flexibility of the electronic equipment.. 
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Data Processing Functions 

We would next like to discuss some of the data processing functions 
which can be efficiently mechanized with the electronic tools. These 
incl ude the following: 

The Transcription of Information 

5 

This refers to the basic transcription of data. Business information 
may be produced in a number of ways as a result of events occurring in 
the business system, but it should be recorded as soon as possible in a 
form which is machine readable; that is, capable of being read directly 
into the data processing equipment. 

Transmis sion 

Data processing equipment can be used for the transmission of informa
tion from one location to another. Radio, telephone, teletype or tele
vision may be used for transmitting coded information rapidly from one 
geo graphical location to anothe r. 

Storage 

Information can be stored in many ways in electronic equipment. 
Usually it is recorded in the form of coded data representing, for ex
ample, a his torical or other reference file, a current file of transac
tions, information required for a report, or the instructions required 
to execute the program. 

Processing 

Processing may be divided into two major categories: 

Com put a t i ·0 n s . 

These include the arithmetical operations of addition, subtraction, mul
tiplication and division, and their combinations for the solutions of more 
complicated scientific problems_ 
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Logical Operations. 
. .' 

These· include transfers, comparisons, selection of the lower 'of two 
quantities, etc. A sorting or sequencing operation 'utilizes logical 
operations for arranging units of information in accordance with a spec
ified sorting key; the logical operations required include comparisons, 
transfers, and "branching lt operations (in which alternative routines 
are selected on the basis of comparisons). These branching operations 
are. es sential to the very impor,tant "decision making" ability of the data 
processor. Similar operations are required for classifying data for 
statistical distributions .. 

Equipment 

Let us now consider some of the equipment used as tools for accom
plishing these functions. 

Transcription Equipment 

This is the basic equipment by which it is possible to record informa
tion in a machine-readable form. Various media. which can be utilized 
in this operation, and some of the associated devices and their charac
teristics are listed below: 

Card Punc'hes. 

'By manually' operating key punches' it is possible to record information 
in punched cards. The ffiM 80 column cards and the Remington Rand 
90 column cards have been used for lTIany years. In addition, a newer 
development--lTIagnetic cards--makes it possible to record information 
by magnetized spots rather than punched holes in cards. Thisincreases 
the information capacity of a card very significantly. 

Punched Paper Tape. 

By manual key operations, it is possible to perforate coded information 
in paper tape.. This can frequently be done as a by-product of preparing 
documents ona keyboard device.' The Flexowriter arid various paper 
tape attachments to adding machines and bookkeeping machines are typi
cal of the devices available in this field. 
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Magnetic Tape Preparation Unit. 

There is now available a device for recording information directly on 
magnetic tape. This device is referred to as a Unityper and is produced 
by Remington Rand to operate with their UNIVAC .equipment. 

The above are the major categories of devices for preparing input 
media. In addition, there is a need for verifiers which verify the accur
acy of the coded information in various media. In this case, a second 
operator inputs the same information on a similar device which com
pares the original coded information with the second operator's key 
strokes detecting any deviation between the two sets of information. 

Communication Equipment 

Transceivers .. 

This is an IBM device which makes it possible to transmit information 
coded in the 80 column cards from one location to another by means of 
either telegraph or telephone lines or even by radio channels. 

P un c h e d P ap e r Tap e T ran s mit t e r S .. 

There is a large variety of equipment which will transmit punched paper 
tape information over telegraph or telephone lines.. These devices are 
made by several companies including Teletype ~orporation, and can 
utilize standard Western Union and AT and T tra"nsmission facilities. 

Information Conversion Equipment 

It is frequently neces sary to change information froIn one form or 
media to another in a complete data processing system.. Such conver
sions should, of course, be minimized, but in many cases they cannot 
be avoided. Some of the equipment available for conversion include 
the following: 

Car d - t 0 - Mag net i c - Tap e Converters. 

These devices convert the information from punched cards to magnetic 
tape, in order that the speed of input to the computer can be increased 
beyond that possible if punched cards were to be used directly. 
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Magnetic Tape-to-Card. 

This equipment performs a similar conve r'sion on the output of a com
puter where magnetic tape has been produced directly and it is desirable 
to have this information in punched card form. 

-Punched Paper Tape to Magnetic Tape or 
M a gn e tic T ~ pet b Pun c h e d Pap e r Tap e . 

There are devices available which make conversion between these two 
tape media pos sible~ 

Storage Equipment 

Storage of information can be accomplished on a number of devices; 
these include magnetic tapes, Illagnetic drmns, Illagnetic discs, punched 
cards and several new optical devices, whereby it is possible to store 
inforIllation ori film or by very small photographs on "Illinicards. " 

Processing Equipment 

The equipment which is used for actually-perforIlling the computations 
and logical operations on the information in the various Illedia mentioned 
above include the following basic types: ' 

Punched Card .. 

There are a large number of devices available for this purpose in the 
punched card field including collators,sorters, tabulators and com
puters. 

Electronic Computers Q 

In the electronic data processing equipIllent, the computers themselves 
are capable of performing all of the collation, sorting and tabulating 
operations performed by the individual units in the punched card field. 
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Output Equipment 

Although the direct output of the cOInputer Inay be magnetic tape l 

puriched paper tape 'or punched cards, the ultiInate output of a system 
should be information which is directly intelligible to human beings and, 
therefore, in printed form. ' There are a large variety of printers avail
able, including the following main categories: 

Line Printers. 

There are high-speed line printers available which will operate at a 
thousand lines per Ininute or higher. The Inore conventional tabulators 
'operate at one hundred or one hundred and fifty lines. per IniIiute. 

T yp e w r i t e r s. . 

Typewriters prepare printed copy at the rate of a character at a tiIne. 
Speed of printing here is in the order of ten characters 'per second. 

Plotter s. 

Plotters are available for presenting output information in graphical 
form rather than in tabulated lists. ' 

Electronic COInputer s 

The electronic computers theInselves may be classified according to 
several different characteristics; two of the most iInportant probably 
are their purpose and their size. 

There are two general classifications as to utility, general purpose and 
special purpose. The general purpose type is, of course, Inuch Inore 
flexible. Co:mputer s of the, gene ral purpos e type are of the II stored 
prograIn Il variety, whereby the individual instructions which succeed in 
executing a processing operation are coded and recorded in the storage 
unit of the cOInputer. Special purpose devices sOInetiInes have SOIne 
stored prograIn features but are usually of the fixed-prograIn variety, 
whereby the ins tructions are actually wired into the Ina chine • 

A general purpose computer is designed to handle a large variety of 
applications, whereas a special purpose cOInputer is designed to handle 
a single or ve'ry restricted type of application. The use of a special 
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purpose computer thus implies that the application for which it is inten
ded is of sufficient size to justify the device for this application alone. 

Probably the most widely kI?-0wn special purpose computer is the 
MagIletronic"Reservations System, for the airlines. Another is ERMA, 
a system designed specifically for deposit accounting for commercial 
,banks, presently being put in production by Gene ral Ele,ctric Company. 

Now from another viewpoint, computers may be divided according to 
their size into large, me dium or sm.all scale .. Arbitrarily, thes e may 
be categorized by their price. Computers with a purchase price (or 
equivalent rental) of.about $1, 000, 000 or more can be considered large 

. scale; those costing in the order of $100,000 to $700,000 considered 
medium scale; and those that sell for less than $100, 000 as small scale. 

The computers themselves include devices which make it possible to 
read inforPlation in (input devices) ; units for storing the information 
(internal storage or memory unit) ; for performing the neces sary _com
putation and manipulation of data (arithmetic and logical unit) ; for pro-

. ducing the various outputs required (output devices); and for exercising 
the neces'sary functional control of the various units (control unit) . 

We will not discuss the arithmetic. and logical unit or the contr'Ol unit 
because to do so would involve quite a bit of technical detail which is 
not essential for our present purpose. ' Also,. the output devices have 
been covered above. However,. both .the input devices and the storage 
units have some features which are important to c:onsider with the elec
tronic computer itself, and some of these characferistics are listed 
below. 

, Input DevIces 

Devices for inserting information directly into the computer include the 
following: 

lo Paper ·tape. r:eaders which operate in the order of 60 to 600 
characte r's per second. Some devices operating as high as 
l,OOO characters ·per second have been demonstrated on a 

·laboratory basis. 

2. i, Punched ·cards can be, read at speeds of 250 cards per minute. 
(One of the large - scale systems to be delivered in the near 
future reads cards ,at the rate of ,900 cards per minute. ) 
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. 3. Magnetic tape s in which reading speeds are from l, 000 
to 60,000 characters per second are available. 

Storage Devices 

11 

Two basic characteristics of storage devices which are of importance 
in the data processing system are capacity and access time .. The ca
pacity refers to the total amount of information which can be stored in 
the device and the access time refers to the period required between 
the initiation of a request for information, and the delivery of that infor
mation. 

There are two access times which are of significance. One is the ran
dom. access time and the other, the sequential access time. The form.er 
refers to the period of time required to obtain the information when the 
requests are in random order. The latter refers to the period of tim.e 
required to obtain information on two successive file entries from the 
storage device to contiguous file records. 

Let us briefly consider the orders of magnitude of both the capacity and 
the access time for typical storage devices: 

Magnetic Cores. 

The access tiIne here is the same regardless .of whether random or 
sequential access is required, and is in the order of ten to twenty micro
seconds (a microsecond is one millionth of a second) per character. 
Electrostatic storage tubes (cathode ray tubes) and vacuum tube storage 
units have access tim.es in the sam.e order of magnitude as the m.agnetic 
cores. However, they are both considerably more bulky than the core 
devices. Capacities of magnetic core storage units are in the order of 
200 to 20, 000 characters. 

Magnetic Drums. 

Magnetic drums might be r'eferred to as a quasi-random access in the 
sense that any track can be directly addressed, but within the track we 
must wait until the drum rotates to the proper record of information. 
However, these are frequently referred to as random access devices. 

The random access time for magnetic drums depends upon the speed 
of th~ drum and the speed of the addressing circuitry, but is in the 
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order of "1/60th of a second. The serial or sequential access time 
(from one piece of information to an adjacent piece of information on 
the same track, i. e., the next record) again is in the order of a few 
microseconds per character. Typical capacities are 1, 000 to 180, 000 
characters. Some novel drums have been developed with capacities 
greater than one million characters. 

Mag ne tic Dis k s. 

IBM has recently announced a quasi-random access device referred 
to as the RandoIn Access Memory, consisting of a "juke box" type of 
storage utilizing magnetic disks. An arm moves up along a vertical 
stack of disks and then Inoves into th~ proper track on the disk. The 
device appears somewhat similar to a WurlitzerRecord Player. The 
average random access time is in the order of 1/2 second; the serial 
access time is again in the order of microseconds. The capacity of 
this Inemory device is five million characte rs. 

Magnetic Tapes and ·Punched Paper T'apes. 
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Both of these devices are of the sequential acces s type. The serial 
acces s time depends ~pon the particular unit. For magnetic tapes, 
typical reading speeds are from 1,000 to 60 1000 characters per second; 
thus, the serial access time would be in the order of 16 to 100 micro-

,seconds per character. , Punched paper tape operates at a much lower 
density and speed. Typical readings speeds are froIn 60 to 600 char
acters per second, yielding serial access times in the order of 1. 6 to 
16 milliseconds (a millisecond is a thousandth part of a second) per 
character .. The ,capacity of aI, 000 foot reel of paper tape would be 
120» 0'00 characters (. i 0 pe r inch) . 

The random access time depends upon the length of tape used. It really 
is of very little significance for punched paper tape, since they are 
rarelY1 if ever, used as a random access memory. For magnetic tapes 
the randoIll access time corresponds to the length of time required to 
traverse through one-third of the tape (not one-half as might be expect
ed) from anyone rando:m position to any other random position on the 
tap~ if the tape can be moved in either direction and prograInIned to go 
in the proper direction for the particular record desired. For a fifteen 
hundred foot reel of tape operating at 60" per second, this would corres
pond to about 100 seconds for the average random access time. Capa
cities range from one to fiye Irlillion characters per reel of Inagnetic 
tape. ' 
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Installations 

Now that we have discussed what electronic data processors are, what 
functions of a data processing system they can conveniently mechanize, 
and described briefly some of the specific pieces of equipment that can 
be used, and how they are categorized, it might be'well to quicJlly sum
marize the specific accomplishments in the busines s data proces sing 
field to date. There are over 600 installations of large, or medium 
scale data processing systems working on business applications in the 
country today. About 75 of these are of the large scale type (IBM 702 
or- 705, UNIVAC I or RCA BIZMAC). The range of applications have 
extended from the Government to practically every line of industry and 
business, including both industrial production and such service organ
izations as insurance companies and banks. 

I don't thinkthere is sufficient data at the present time on actual opera
tions with these business data processing installations to accurately 
assess their success. One thing that can be stated safely is that the 
debugging period has exceeded expectations in most cases. As might 
be' expected, those companies which did detailed planning and pro
gramming, and even attempted to debug· their programs on the computer 
manufacturer's service- bureau facilities, did much better in getting 

. their computers into actual productive work than did those companies 
which did a less complete job of preparation. 

'Recent Developments and Future Trends in Equipment 

It might be interesting at this time to consider some of the shortcomings 
of data processing equipment as practical business tools, and what one 
might expect in the way of future attempts to overcome these deficiencies. 
First of all, one of the mor'e awkward operations on data processing 
equipment (in comparison to the same operation on punched card equip
ment) is sorting. In many cases it proves more economical to perform 
the sorting on the punched cards before converting them to magnetic 
tape rather than to do the sorting on the computer itself. Especially is 
this true of those electron_ic data processing systems which include an 
auxiliary off-line data processor specifically for sorting, sequencing, 
extraction, merging, etc. In these cases sorting can frequently be 
accomplished much more expeditiously and, even more importantly, 
without tying up the main computer itself. These auxiliary devices 
offer a great deal of promise for improving the performance of elec
troni~ data processing equipment in this area. 

Another deficiency - - in the magnetic tape equipment at least is the 
lack of sufficiently rapid random access for either answering inquiries, 
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where theire is a large volum.e of such interrogations, or for processing 
in an on-line fashion. An on-line system. is one in which the, event is 
irn.rn.ediately reflected in the basic 'file of inform.ation by inputting the 
data directly and updating the file at the tim.e the event occurQ. -Such 
on-line system.s, where the inputs are 'in random. fashion (as they are 
inm.ost applic,ations), are difficult to accom.m.odate with serial access 
m.einory devices. However, there have be~na num.ber bf recent devel
opments in "random.access'''m.em.ories. One of tp.e m.ore, im.portant 

, ()neswas m.entioned above in the storage section--the IBM "juke box" 
m.em.ory device. There have ,also been some laboratory investigations 
of the possibility ofaccum.ulating a num.ber of random. access entries 
for a short period (a tolerable period for the specific system.), sorting 
the transactions and then processing them. in sequence by scanning 
through the entire file. The equipm.ent for this operation has not been 
fully developed, however, and specific tim.e requirem.ents do not appear 
t() have been sufficiently well surveyed to determine specifications of 
such equipm.ent accurately'. ' .. 

Another area recEdving'a great deal· of attention is the output area where 
higher and higher speed printers are being developed. Som.e of the m.o re 
novel devices m.ake it possible to produce ,a whole page at a tim.e by dis
playing the information on a cathode ray ~ube (sim.ilar toa television 
tube) photographing 'it on m.icrofilm or 35 mm. film, processing the film,' 
and finally converting it to "hard copy" on an off-line basis. 

However, it see:ms to us that som.e of this frantic search for higher and 
higher speed outputs issom.ewhat misguided, and that in many cases, 
the real solution to this problem. is to reduce the am.ount of output by 
making the computer perfo'rm. m.ore of the basic decisions which lower 
~evel rnanagem.ent would m.ake after scanning the output reports. In 
other words , a succes sEul im.plerrientatiori of rn.anagem.ent by exception 
'should considerably reduce the output requirem.ents. Of course, this 
will not be true of all ~pplications j) e specially where such documents a$ 
bills, statements, etc., are produced 'for transm.ission to the custom.ers. 

Com. pan y ,A P pro a'c h to E D PM I n v est i ga t ion s 

Perhaps no dis~ussion of this electronic data processing field for busi
ness applications would be complete without a few remarks on how a 
companym.ight reasonably approach an investigadonprogram. 6f the 
electronic data processing possibilities for th'eir o'Wnapplications. One 
goodway is to conduct a feasibility study in those areas which seem. to 
be the mo s t a ttr active. 
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It appears that the best way to approach this is to appoint a high-level 
COIIlIIlittee, representing a cOIIlplete cross-section of the entire business 
operation, for the purpose of organizing and reviewing the progress of 
such investigations. One of the functions of such a COIIlIIlittee-would be 
to appoint a study teaIIl. This study tealTI lTIight consist of present eIIl
ployees of the cOIIlpany, or the study could be conducted by outside con
sultants. 

Without considering in detail the advantages and disadvantages of both 
approaches, some of the IIlore pertinent considerations are the follow
ing. To conduct such a study successfully requires a very high level of 
talent. In addition to a detailed knowledge of the present applications, 
a very imaginative type of mind is required - - one which is capable of 
breaking away froIIl present procedure restrictions to consider possible 
innovations. - Also required is a knowledge and understanding of the e
quipIIlent available in this field, and the types of systeIIls within which 
this equipIIlent operates efficiently .. The first requirement for a study 
teaIIl can usually be IIlet by employees of the cOIIlpany; to find this de
tailed knowledge of the present systeIIl in combination with the other re
quireIIlents, howeve r, is a rarity. It seeIIlS to us, therefore, that in 
IIlany cases a teaIIl effort is required . 

. Even if such characteristics can be found within the employees of a given 
company, such individuals are usually key operating executives or super
visors within the cOIIlpany and cannot be spared on a full-time basis for 
such an investigation. (It should be emphasized here that it appears ab
solutely essential that these individuals be available on a full-tiIIlebasis. 
Proper justice cannot be given to either job is such an arrangement is 
not IIlade.) In this case it IIlay prove an ilTIportant advantage to the 
company to obtain such help from outside consultants. The consultant 
will require assistance froIIl the client l s operating people, especially 
in the area of problem definition - - supplying -the details about pre sent 
operating procedures. However, the over~all direction of the investiga
tion and the technical systeIIls and equipment considerations can be ade
quately supplied by such outside experts. 

Concurrently with such detailed investigations, it appears that a com.
pany should eIIlbark upon an education prograIn, to acquaint its execu
tives and ope-rating personnel with the basic characteristics and poten
tialities of electronic data processing equipment. - This is iIIlportant, 
not only for the purpose of properly directing the investigations, but to 
expedite the ultiIIlate conversion-if the investigations are successful. 
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Detailed feasibility studies should be conducted in those areas which 
appear to be m.ost attractive. To determ.ine those which are m.ost 
attractive, sometim.es really requires a detailed study. However, 
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such detailed studies in all areas usually would require so m.uch tim.e 
that an opportunity for very large savings can frequently be m.issed. 
Therefore, perhaps the early investigations should be of a survey type, 
to quickly determ.ine the areas which seem to offer the greatest oppo,r
tunities. So:rne characteristics can be helpful in recognizing such pro
:rnising areas, such as a .large volUIne of repetitive operations, particu
la,rly where the operations are well defined. 

Once the areas have been deterlTIined for the detailed investigations, the 
feasibility study proper should be co:rnm.enced. This should begin .with 
a detailed investigation of the present procedures, quantified as to vol
UlTIes, frequency, ti:rne schedules, docum.ents, input and output require
m.ents and com.:rnunications., The team. should then consider how such a 
system. (or deviations therefrom. which will stillaccom.plish the sam.e 
result) can be m.echanizedwith electronic data processing equipm.ent. 
A general data processing system. should be outlined and flow charted, 
indicating the general fralllework within which this application will be 
accom.plished on the equipm.ent. 

Si:rnultaneously .withthese feasibility investigations should be conducted 
a survey of available equip:rnent~ in order that the general system. outline 
can be im.plem.entedwith the existing equipm.ent. A specific com.parison 
of the abilities of the individual equip:rnent to meet the requirements of 
the general data processing system. outlined should then be investigated. 
This comparison should include both econom.ic and operational consid
erations. As a result of these comparisons, it should be possible to 
arrive at a particular com.bination of com.m.ercially available equiplTIent 
which best ":rnechaniz~Er the data processing system" determined as 
described above. 

After the results of this investigation have been properly reviewed by 
the comrnittee j and their accuracy verified particularly as to potential 
cost savings~ a decision should be reached as to whether this is a good 
application for electronic data processing equipment of the type outlined 
or not. If so, presumably the equipm.ent would be ordered, and the 
detailed planning for the installation and conversioncornrnenced. This 
phase would include the following: ,over,-'a'lTI.'l systems layout; programm.ing 
and coding the application; the design of the required forms; the deter
mination of the detailed input requirements and a design of the input 
source documents; specifications of the reports required and the report 
form.ats·; detailed time schedules for the particular portions of the appli
cation to be performed; organization layout and detailed conversion plans 
from. the present system to the electronic system.. 
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. Finally, with the arrival of the computer itself, the installation phase 
begins. This will include performance and acceptance tests, the imple
mentation of a conversion program, the debugging of the individual in
structions - - the programs written for the specific: applications and the 
over-all systems tests, and "shake-down" on the actual application. It 
maY'also include some transition procedures, and it may be necessary 
in some applications to conduct dual operations, both on the old system 
and the new, for a short period of time. It shou.ld be emphasized that 
it appears reasonable to convert from the old system to the new system 
gradually, taking a certain proportion of the work in certain periods of 
time, so that a general disruption of the entire application will not result. 

In many cases, it will develop that no one 'application can justify a com
puter' -- even a medium scale computer. In other cases, if a single 
application is considered; arnedium scale computer might prove the 
best; whereas, that application in combination with others, would per
haps result in a more efficient system if placed on a single large-scale 

,computer. Thus, there is the problem of combining applications to de
termine the true economic feasibility . 

However, this is frequently necessary anyway, because of the lack of 
independence between applications or ope rations within a company's 
over~all business. This might be referred to as the integration consid
eration .. For example, in a production control or inventory control appli
cation, such input source documents as receipts, orders, and material 
requirements are actually the results of other operations such as receiv
ing, purchasing, sales~ and order processing, and are intimately con
nected with accounting operations such as accounts payable and receivable, 
invoicing, and the preparation of shipping documents.· We see that all of 
these operations are closely interrelated. This implies, and it is indeed 

. true, that a truly successful approach to the solution of these problems 
must include the all-important integration consideration;' that is, the out
puts of one operation should be compatible with the input for the next op
eration. In addition, the over-all time schedule should be in agreement; 

: this ·frequently requires compromises between the various operations. 
It is~ therefore, a consideration which is, in most cases,· absolutely 
essential for the successful implem.entation of a data processing system. 
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SU'm. m. a r y 

'To sum.m.arize l' in this brief e s~a y >we have- attempted to outline briefl y 
the followin.-g: 

1. ,what ,electronic data processing equipm.ent really is --
. that it is merely another fool for the im.plem.entati6n of a 
business operating system.; 

2. indicate specifically whatfunctions of a business operating 
system one m.ight expect electronic data processing to suc
cessfully m.echanize; 

, 3. consider the various equ~pm.ents available for the m.echani-
zation pf the s e fu~ctions; , 

4. indicate som.e of the m.ore recent developm.ents in the field 
and what m.ight reasonably be expected in the near future; 

5. finally, we attempted to outline very briefly, a possible 
approa~h to the investigation of electronic data processing 

, applications to a particular company's problem.s. 
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Automation may be defined as the use of machines that are self-powered, 
self-guiding,' and self-correcting to perform physical and mental jobs, 
many of which were formerly done by man. These devices extend and 
replace human effort and senses. The object is to increase our output 
per worker, reduce, prod~ction costs" and improve the quality'of pro
ducts. 

There is no automation industry, as such. Manufacturers of automa
tion equipment" as well as its users, cut broadly across all fields of 
business and industry. ' A convenient classification of the elements of 

, automation is (1) advanced mechanization, (2) feedback control, (3 ) 
, electronic computers" and (4) systems design approach. The typical 
automation system will contain all of these elements in various propor
tions. 

Most of the advances that have led to our high p:roductivity of today have 
been on the basis of advanced mechanization an'd- fee,dback control. Ex
tensive employment of the third and fourth items, cOhlputers and sys
terns design, is relatively new. - While people speak of today as the age 

'of elestronics, it is important to note that mos,t of our accomplishments 
in automation to date have corne about with relatively little use of elec
tronics,' as shown in Table I. Electronic computers, controls and mea
suring devices will make many inroads into presents operations. Sys
tems design will also: playa more important role as' automation applica-

,tions become larger and more complex. Previ9us emphasis has always' 
been on individual components. . 
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Application 

Chemical and 
Petroleum 

Automotive 

Table 1. Automation Example s 

Techniques 
of Today 

p:o.eumatic· Controls 

Mechanical 
Electrical 
Hydraulic 
Pneumatic 

Techniques 
of Tomorrow 

. Electronic Controls 

. and Electronic 
Computers 

Ele ct ronic Gauging 
and Control will 
be added. 

Let us "briefly sum.m.arize the status of the four, elements of automation, 
and then evaluate recent progress in automation and its impact on man
agement. 

Increased mechani~ation means larger,' faster, and more complex ma-
. chine's' with.autOmatic.handling 'of materials between machines. On a 
recent television show Groucho Marx referred to these machines as, 
"the nuts and bolts with a high 10". Typical examples·:are (1) motor 
block machining in the automotive industry, (2) television picture tube 
production" (3) aircraft skin-millers, and (4) automatic assembly of 
elec~r0t:lic compoi1~nts for radio :and TV . 

. ·Experience·to date indicates that the'se large machines, are expensive 
. but if properly employed will' pay off by cutting' costs •. Applications 
generallY.involve a high voiurne of'a fixed product. 

There is no general formula'forapplying automation of this type but the 
greatest .savings a're obt'ained when radically new approaches to produc
tion proce~ses are employed, using new machines, new materials, ·and 
radical designse One great benefit of trying new things is that frequently 
unexpected benefits occur from new methods. For example: radio tubes 
designed for' automatic production have better physical and electrical 
characteristics. 
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Feedback or S elf -R e g u 1 a tin g Control 

Modern technology has provided IIlany instruments that make it pos sible 
to measure continuously the condition of the process. Then if deviations 
occur this information is used to control the process to bring it back to 
some desired condition. That is what is referred to as self-regulation 
or feedback control. Many modern processes that require close quality 
control have been §peeded up so that today man can no longer make mea
surements and take correc~ive actions quickly enough and automatic con
trols are essential for operation. Examples are: (I) the modern complex 
chemical and petroleum proce&\Sing plants, (2) steel strip mills, (3) con
tinuous proce s ses in the pape r industry using nuclear gauging instruments, 
and (4). automatic production gauging of ball-bearings, gears, and other 
small precision parts. . 

Feedback control is used where it is necessary to control closely the spe
qifications of a product •. Without feedback control high speed operation 
can produce useless scrap at the . same high speed instead of'a uniform 
v~luable product. 

Much of the present-day feedback control instrumentation was developed 
by practical people without modern theory. The theory of servomechan
isms developed for gunsights, radar and other military applications dur
ing the last ten to-twelve years can lead to many improvements both in 
design of new plants' and operation of existing plants. 

We cau.look for some spectacular advances in use of new measuring in
struments, and new designs of equipment and controls on the basis of 
theory and system studies. These developments will proceed slowly for 
'equipment cost is high, experimentation is expensive, and good control 
engineers. are scarce . 

. Electronic COIIlputers 

The electronic computer is simply a device, such as a .desk calculator, 
for carrying out mathematical calculations; but the electronic computer 

. 'works at a much higher speed, perhaps fifty to a hundred thousand times 
faster. It can be expected that the computer will become a very impor
tantfactor in our economy taking over much of the information process
ing activity handled by human beings and completely revolutionizing the 

. activities of the workers of the industrialized part of the world. The use 
of computers to takeover cle;rical work is fairly obvious. However, we. 
'should note that a large part of the activity of all industrial workers is 
concerned with processing information and providing the intelligence to 
operate 'machines and tools as sociated with translating product specifica
tions into a useful product. 
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The power of electronic computers lies in their high speeds of operation, 
their large storage capacities, and their internally stored programs 
which make possible for them to carry out long sequences of operations 
without the intervention of humans. Computers are extremely versatile 
and maybe used for scientific and engineering computation, business 
data processing, for control of processes, and for logical decision pro
cesses~ 

Logical decision processes. are concerned with the ability of the electron
iccomputer to make decisions. Using this. ability, computers can be 
applied to language translation, library referencing, medical diagnosis, 
and many other applications. ' Recently on NBC's stunt show "People are 
Funny"; a Univac Computer, attempting to remove the haphazard -factor 
in marriage, sifted through inforlTIation on 4,000 couples to select an 
ideal match. Latest reports are that the engagement has been announced. 
Computer appl~cations of this type eventually may·far exceed their' appli
cations as' arithmetic' computer s. 

Many benefits have corne to business from the use of electronic data pro
cessing systems. ·These benefits include: (1) increased speed, (2) high
er' accuracy, ,(3) new information for management, (4) the use of multi
ple inputs and outputs in business problems, (5) consolidation of files, 
(6) automatic processing of exceptions,· and (7) integration of systems. 
Cost benefits accrue from reduced clerical staff, savings in floor space, 
reduced inventory, and other factors depending on the application. 

, It is important for management to understand what computers ,can do for 
business and what their benefits are. This is a new and powerful tool, 
and rnanagement cannot afford to relegate it to the role of the accounting 
machine. ' 

Systerns Engineering 

To ,gain the greatest benefits of automation inbusines s, industrial and 
military application, a thorough analysis of the. system. rnust precede 

. application. This means placing emphasis on the complex pattern of 
men, machines, materials, methods, and money -- the "five rn's" that 
constitute a control systelTI~ Previous emphasis has always been on the 
individual compon'ents of such a systelTI. 

The systems approach focuses attention upon the function and purposes 
of a systern.~ It brings to light alternate ways of doing a job, sim.plified 
design or new design'of products, and many new products .. For example, 
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the: acceptance of a product may be determined by the method of pac~ag
ing,which reflects· back into production requirements. In our defense 
programs, the workability of complex military systems depends on good 
systems engineering. 

Systems engineering requires a broad background in mathematics and 
science .. An outline of the steps involved in applying systems engineering 

.are: 

1 • . Formulation of the problem. 

2. Analysis of functions. 

3. Block diagram. 

4. Detailed system design. 

5. Detailed equipment design. ( 
\ 

6. Equipment and system test . 

7. . Final design. 

A good statement of system design that emphasizes the importance of 
theory is that today ·one must: analyse a system before building, while 
building, and during test. and evaluation. 

Automation and Management 

To cope with :the new problems of" automation, management has recog
nized the necessity for more technical understanding. This does not 
mean knowing the details of operation, but rather understanding what 
the benefits may be. : To illustrate how companies in diverse fields are 
carrying out educational programs, let us take several examples. 

The General Electric Company has a nine-week management school at 
which the manage rsare brought up to date on new management tech
niques and new technology. Two-hundred fifty management personnel 
attend these nine-week sessions each year .. The plant managers 'of 
tomorrow must be more technical because, with. automation, production 
engineering is elevated to a new position. At General Electric, for 
example, there. are now more graduate engineers involved in production 
engineering than in design engineering. 
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At the other extreme in- the application of automation to finance problems, 
the Bankers Trust Company of New York has employed The Ram 0-- Wool
dridge Corporation as a consultant in electronic data, processing. As 
part of this program a course on electronic 'data processing was given 
to forty persons from operating management ... This course consisted of 
twelve two-hour'lectures over a six weeks' period. A' shorter" more 
concentrated course-was given toone-hundred twenty persons from the 
senior executive level, and plans are being made to extend this to sev-
e ral hundre d executive s . 

. With greater emphasis on production engineering, this means that more 
·talent is being applied at the production level. The cost of personnel 
will be higher. and the equipment they design will also be very expensive. 
Since production is planned for a product on the basis of anticipated de
mand, it becomes the responsibility of the market analysis and sales 

_ forecasting activities of a company to determ.ine what this demand will 
be. Tooling up for low volume production will be quite different from 
high volume production. It can be just as costly to a company to under
estimate demand as it can be to overestimate demand. New techniques 

- are needed for better sales forecasting. All this is part of the systems 
picture. It means a close tie in between engineering, production, and 
sales. The techniques of operations research'mus,t be employed to their 
fullest extent. 

The· import 'of electronic digital computers is being felt most of all in en
engineering design. Design by model building and manual computation 
can frequently be by-passed with a modern electronic computer. One 
-large company which manufactuJ:"ed trans~ormers required an average 
of fourteen weeks to design a transformer for production.' By stan
dardization' of parts and use of a computer for calculation, this design 
period ;is- riow cutto three day~ with a total cOnlpu,ter time of an hour 
erso. :. With standardized parts, the transforrnerscan· also be produced 
more quickly'so that the period from order to delivery can be cut possib
ly by 50 per cent to 75 per' cent.· - Competition for business will be keener 
than ever since such drastic improvements in delivery schedule can' at
tract additional business. Companies, instead of being equally inefficient 
with long delivery schedules 'and frequent delays, will now compete on'an 
entirelynew'basis 'set by 'automation. ' 

C on c -1 u s i on s 

1. Management can look for a period of accelerated technical develop
ments and broader application of automation techniques. 
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2.' Management mus.t understand and accept new technology applied to 
production and business. 

3. In applying automation the systems concept must be und~rstood and 
. applied. Operations research:and long-range planning must be 
emphasized. 

4. . Marketing, sales and advertising become closely related to auto
mation in that the' automation tooling fora given product will depend 
on the volume anticipated. 

S. The electronic computer will link production with the office,· for the 
same tools. are employed in engineering design, production schedul
ing, product design, and market forec·asting .. The importance of 
the computer in automation makes it especially important that man
agement keep abreast of 'new developments in this field. 
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Modern technology has provided .many instruments that make it possible 
to measure continuously the conditions of a process. Then if deviations 
from Some desired condition occur, this information is used to control 
the' proces s to bring it back to this desired condition. This technique 
has come to be known as self-regulatio.n or feedback control. The 
devices. that produce the action are called servomechanisms or feedback 
amplifiers. Historically, feedback control was first ,applied to eleo
tronic tube circuits to im.prove their stability. During World War II 
the theory and practice of servomechanisms were developed in military 
sys tems for direc ting gunfire. The controlled variable was a mechani
cal position. In both mechanical and electronic devices of this type, 
amplification is an essential part of the equipment since usually some 
useful task is accomplished. 

An example of a feedback control amplifier is the automa tic volume 
control now used on,all radio sets. (You may recall the early days of 
radio when. a ,wl!ak station would fade in and out during the course of. a 
program.) An automatic volume control constantly examines the signal. 
If it is too weak the amplification (gain) is increased, and if it is too 
strong the amplification is cut back. Hence, a desired volume level is 
.attained. 

An exam.ple of a positioning .servomechanism is the ride control used on 
one modern,automobile. As the passenger load in the car is increased 
a motor drive automatically adjusts the tension of th:e spring s~spension 
so that the correc t riding comfort is obtain~d. 

The reason .we cannot sharply distinguish between servomechanisms and 
feedback control am.plifiers is that in many cases the techniques overlap. 
For example, Figure 1 shows an automatic curve tracer. A curve mask 
is plac~d on the face of a cathode ray tube and an e~ectron beam is m.ade 
to follow the curve by photoelectric measurements. If the beam is too 
high, the photoelectric tube received a large amount of light and will 
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signal to reduce.the deflection voltage. If the beam falls below the 
mask, the photoelectric intensity drops very low and the beam is again 
repositioned to ride the top of the curve. The beam spot is positioned 
elec ~ronicallY. 

Phototube 

Shaded 
mask 

Figure 1. 

O-c a 

O-c amplifier 

'youtput 

Electronic Curve Tracer 

The output is a voltage 
repre senting the' curve 
port~ayed by the mask. 

Feedback in Business an.d Industry 

x input 

Historically, business processes involve long time lags and frequently 
offer difficulties in making quantitative measurements--adverse condi
tions for good feedback control. With the advent of electronic data 
processors and the possibility of "in-line type operations", the ideas 
of feedback con.trol must be re-examined by business in developing new 
systems. 

In discussing the application of feedback control to management, a 
one-to-one paral1el may be drawn with a process control system. The 
control steps are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Steps in a Feedback System· 

Example 

Step 1. Measure the condition of 
the process. 

Step 2. Compare the measured value 
(feedback) with.a desired 
condition and determine the 
difference (+ or -). 

Step 3. Apply corrective action 
in time to attain the de-
siiedCondition. 

Business 
Inventory 

Cont.rol 

Inventory 
count 

Count 
versus 
forecast 

Reorder if 
inventory 
low. Change 
policy if 
inventory too 
high. 

Industry 
Annealing 
. Furnace 

Temperature 

Measured 
versus 
desired 

Increase heat 
if tempera-
ture low; 
decrea.se if 
too high. 

The above examples are simple but they illustrate that feedback control 
is an essential part of all purposeful human activity. The sequence may 
be illustrated in Figure 2 which shows how the loop is closed. 

Figure 2. Feedback Control 

Desired r---.. Error 
~ ~ Measured 

Value Comparison ... Process Value 

l) --

Negative fee4back 
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Negative feedback means that the measured value is subtracted from the 
desired value to obtain a correction signal (error). The correction will 
always oppose an undesired process trend as indicated in Step 3, 
Table 1. 

Closing the Loop 

It is difficult to imagine many control systems that have nO feedback, 
i. e. , 'are "ope:p.loop". This would mean that something ,would be set 
into operation with no one caring anything about the results. 

If the loop is closed automatically, we have a servomechanism or feed
back amplifier. In many cases, the human closes the loop rather than 
a machine. For example, piloted aircraft versus auto-pilot control, 
automatic washer versus manually controlled self-powered washer. In 
business, humans usually close the loop. There is usually a time lag 

. between the measurement and the control action. In many cases, this 
leads to instability in control. 

Stability 

To be useful a control system must be stable. When.a feedback is used 
tn-ere is always the danger of instability or poor quality of control. This 
can come about from having positive feedback instead of negative feed~ 
back, or it may be due to time lags in the sy'stem . 

. Positive 'Feedback 

A very simple example of instability is the dual-control electric blanket 
in. which the controls for husband and wife have been switched. As soon 
as the wife turns up her blanket to become warmer, her husband's 
blanket becomes warmer. He immediately turns down his controland 
his wife becomes cooler. The result is what is called a runaway action 
because the feedback is positive r~ther than nega..t.ble..... 1n a cheIllical or 
petroleUIll plant this might lead to ,a fire or an explosion. -In.a Inanu-
facturing plant it can cause a lot of scrap. . 

Another simple example of an unstable systeIll is a microphone which 
picks up too m.uch of the amplified output and goe s into a re sonant howl. 
In business, positive feedback would mean going against corrnnon sense 
--for exam.ple, increasing production when sales lag~ 
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Time, Lag s 

Stability of a system is fr~.quent1yassociatedwith the time lags involved 
in applying corrective action. If the corrected action is 1800 out of 
phase, as in the case of the electric blanket, it will act as a positive 
feedback .and produce .a great instability. 

Automatic control used in industrial systems have time lags of the order 
of fractions of seconds, up to fifteen rn.inutes. lnsystern.s with longer 
tirn.e constants involving days, weeks, or even months it is probably 
impractical to .use automatic control. In 9usiness, long time lags are 
inherent, hence, it is likely that for some time to corne in business 
applications, feedback will appear through the human operator. 

Any business or industrial operation which has a purpose must employ 
a form of feedback. If a new product is marketed, customer acceptance 
is important, reliability of the product, its durability, the trends in 
marketing, all of these are elem.ents based on what has happened which 
.will modify the future activities of a business and, hence, correspond 
to closing the loop in a feedback system.. With the advent of automation 
in both the factory.andoffice, the speeding up of production and data pro
cessing will result in shorter time lags in closing the loop. We know 
from experience that if data is too old, it is possible worse than no 
information.atall for it may be so much out of date and incorrect that 
it leads to impToper actions. 

C y be r n e tic s 

Today we hear much talk of feedback control in discussions of cyber
netics and the human nervous system. This is no accident, for m.odern 
machines and men have feedback control' in common. Without this, it 
would be impossible for machines to take over many of the tasks 
formerly done by man. Practically all human physical movements em
ploy feedback loops which signal our muscles to indicate that Some 
desired action is being successfully accomplished. Certain diseases 
that impair these feedback loops of the nervous system in m.an give 
rise to oscillatory motions and the inability to carry out even .simple 
manual operations. 

, Fo r e cas tin g 

The trend of the future will be to predict future behavior. Prediction 
or forecasting ,also involves feedback. Again, humans and animals 
exhibit this ability to predict in,a feedback control system. Prediction 
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is involved in driving ali automobile, and the hound~ chasing a fox will 
not run ·toward the present position of the fox but will attempt to head 
him off by running toward some point where the fox will be at a later 
time. This is similar to the modern interceptor fire control system 
which must direct a gun at some futur~. target position in order to 
score a hit. 
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In business, the emphasis must also be on forecasting for the futureo 
There will be p1ressure to obtain even more up-to-date information to 
keep ahead of competitors and to utilize available information as effec
tively as possibleo Hence~ we can see that feedback is closely related 
to automation and information theoryo 

Implementation 

It is very well to talk about using feedback control in business, but 
general' discussions of the principles and emphasis of their existence 
do not show management how to use these principles. In engineering, 
accurate measurements are possible and theoretical analysis of the 
performance of a system can be made that relate the input to the output 
of a system. The mathematical expression relating input to output is 
called a transfer function. Knowing the transfer function of a system, 
it is pos sible to predict performance and stability of control. Finally, 
criteria for optimizing control can be specified. 

One can measure the way a wind is blowing by holding up a wet finger. 
But engineering instru:ments are available also for. accurately measur
ing the direction and magnitude of the win.d. In business, the problems 
of measurement and- analysis are much more difficult. Trends can be 
frequently assessed but accurate forecasting of the details is difficult . 

. Electronic computers will find broad application to this problem. 

Many industrial control problem.s involve exact mathematical relations 
between several variableso The :relation of business performance to 
rnanageInent action~ on the othe r hand~ has rno re influencing factors 1 

m.any of which are difficult to define and m.easure. These factors range 
from government tax policies ~ labor relations ,- and the international 
situation to seasonal trends, population shifts ~ and habits of the individ-
'ual. The advent of the electronic computer rn.akes it possible for both 
business and industry to solve complexproblem.s involving many vari
able s. Examplesare~ 1» the SAGE defense network, 9-nd (2)> linear 
p:r.ogramm.ing in business and industry. This trend toward larger sys
tem problems will continue 0 
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While business is constantly using more mathematics, the development 
of mathematical expressions for business problems is . difficult and 

. awaits further' application of operations research and management 
science. Once mathematical models have been developed, then the 
establishment of criteria for optimum operation can be studied. 

Conclusions 

The. concept of feedback control is most valuable to business in specify
ing the factors of importance. These are: 

1. System studies are needed to determine operation functions and the 
basic problem.s of business. 

2. Business must be better able to measure performance. 

3. .. Mathematical models are needed to describe business. activities in 
order to evaluate 'alternate approaches, to study stability, and to 
forecast future events 0 

4. Optimizing criteria should be studied and evaluated . 

. It is likely that probabilistic theories will provide the most useful 
results. It is interesting to note that information theory, communica
tion theory, and 'game theory are all probabilistic in nature. 
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In any business,. accounting and recording are directly concerned with 
information handling . A· large part of the productive acti vitie s of a 
business is also concerned with information processing. These latter 
activities involve planning, design, drafting, scheduling, and control 
of machines. Hence, it is not surprising that management becomes 
excited when they hear that information theory may ,add new insight to, 
and perhaps solve, some of the knotty problems of data handling for 

. business and industry. 

Information theory is a new theory largely concerned with·the quantita
tive measurement of information.' While so far its results' andapplica
tionshave not been extensive, scientists in this country and throughout 
the world feel that it holds great promise for the ·future. It is generally 
considered that information theory.is the greatest scientific advance in 
the past decade .. Its application to problems at t~e management level 
and to business d~ta processing problems will be in the future when the 
theory has 'maturedand developed in more directions. However, it is 
worthwhile to examine the concepts the theory has developed so that we 
may understand more of its potentialities • 

. De Ii nit ion s 

Information theory in the strict sense has been largely concerned with 
the quantitative measurement of information. It may be considered as 
a subdivision of a broader field called the statistical theory of commun
ication which includes all the probabilistic analysis of communication. 
Some people use the term information theory in a broad sense to include 
the analysis of any situation dealing with,the acquiring, transmittal, or 
use of information. . 

Information is the basis. of all man's activities and provides the means 
of communication and direction, between humans, between humans and 
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machines, and between machines. There are two types of information 
that can be readily distinguished. One is pure scientific information 

"and the other is what is called selective information. 
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Scientific information is concerned with description of fact and it is a 
more or less rigid body of data. For example; the formula H20 repre
sents information about the structure of water. 

On the other hand, selective information concerns events which have a 
certain probability of occurring. Information theory is concerned main-
1 y- with this type of information, its coding, and transmis sion. 

Mea su r e of In f 0 'rITl a t i on 

The unit of information1> the bit, is defined'as that which makes: a deci
sioribetween two equally probable events. A very probable event has 
very little informationas'sociated with 'it whereas an improbable event 
has a higher level of information. In the case of flipping a coin we ITlight 
assign the ,value 1 to a head and 0 to a tail. Hence, one bit of informa
tion is associated with the event of flipping a coin. We can see also that 
there isa probability associated with the results -- sometimes ahead 
falls~ sornetimesatail, hence this is selective info rrnati on 0' With a 
trick coin having two' heads~ the informatioridrops to zero since the re
sults are clearly predictable. ,With ,a loaded coin one might flip three 
he-ads to every tail. " Then more than one bit of information is required 
to describe the probability. Indeed two bits of information are needed 
since a tail has one chance in four of occurring. 

A pair of dic'e have 3'6 possible combinations, representing sum.s from 
2 to 12. The complexity of information is greater and more bits are 
required to describe an evenL If a train runs on schedule day after 
daYll this event has little information associated with it.. However, if 
a train is delayed by one hour or so, any number of occurrences could 
account for fhe delay, and the information required to describe what 
happened may be large. . 

Consider the 1956 Series between the Yankees. and DodgersD Since the 
teaInS were -fairly evenlymatche-d, there was roughly an equal probabil
ity that either team. would win the series. It would take but one bit of 
inform.ation to describe the winner.. A" 1" might mean that the Yankees 
won -and a fI 0" that the Dodgers wono This is a very elementary amount 
of knowledge for it does not tell us how Inany gaInes were played, what 
the scores were ll in what innings the runs were scored ll who the pitchers 
and catchers were, etc. It becomes nece'ssary to have a large num.ber
of bits of information to distinguish between the various pos sibilities 0 
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, The manner of desdribing information in information theor:y implies that 
the exceptional case requires more information to describe than the 
routine matter. ' This is recognized in the newspapers in that "dog bites 
man" is not news but if "man bites dog" the information content is high 
enough to make the front page. 

The measure of information is defined as -log2P where p is the probabil
ity of a given event. 

Communicatio~ System 

A communication systetn to which information theory refers is shown 
below: 

Noise 

Distur1:lance s , 
I 

, Information 
~ • Communication 

r--+' .... 
Source Coder, Channel Decoder Use 

The source may be (1) a true generator of information - - a story teller 
making up a tale, (2) the output of a measuring instrument, or '(3) a 
storage point for information generated elsewhere - - a stack of telegrams 

. for tr1ansmittal or an output reel of magnetic tape from a computer'. 

, A code consists of a set of syi:nbols, assigned to represent the information. 
This code is then used to transmit the information over a communication 
channel which tnay have disturbances called noise. Examples are radio 
and TV static, or cross talk on telephone lines. 

To use the information it must be decoded. Information theory in its 
present state has not tackled the problems of the meaning and use of 
information. 
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,C 0 ding 

Once having this~~an,so! meas·~ring quantity of itiformation,we can 
then proceed to determine efficiencies of coding. For example, the 
:Morse Code is used to transmit information, and four hits of informa
tion (dots or dashes) are required for the 26 letters of the· alphabet. 
Morse recognizecl that certain letters in the alphabet occur veryfre
quently and assigned them the shortest codes .. For example, "e" is 
simply a dot. On the basis of inform.ation theory the Mors·e Code has 
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5. 55 bits per symbol. . Another code is the language that we speak. The 
coding of our English.language is such that each character contains 2. 2 
bits of information. Discussion of language is largely theoretical since 
it is not li~ely thatwewiJl modify our-language to improve its efficiency. 

Other examples of codes are the .. catalog numbers ofa mail order house 
or part numbers in aninventoryo Decoding is the inverse operation of 
determining the description cO:r'responding to the code. 

- Results of InforTIlation Theory 

Today we are engaged in large..; scale transInission of information by 
radio, telephone, !elegraph, and television~ Improvements in· efficiency 
of each transmission bY·improving the coding can be very worthwhile. 
Information theory gi vesus a relation between "bandwidth" and power 
and noise. It provides a method for finding the best possible code for 
a specific use. Finally, it predicts that ideally there is a way a com
munication channel no matter how noisy, can transmit inform.ation with 
negligibly small error .. This final conclusion is astounding - - but, as 
yet, we do not know how to acco:mplish this in practical cases. 

Information theory tells us the maxim.umrates at which transmis sion is 
possible over channels of given capacities, but again it does not indicate 
how one can approach this ideal limit. We know, for example, that in 
both radio and television we do ·not use'the full capacity of the channels . 

. To transmit a spoken message by telephone (40 bits of information per 
second) ,. a chanilel capable of carrying 28, 000 bits of information per 
second is used~ Experim.ental devices can compress speech so that 
the required channel carryi~g capacity is r.educed to 1/10. 

A television pictu.:r:·e requires about 200, 000 bits of inform.ation to form 
a picture. Since an. average word has five characters and it takes four 
bits of informatiol} per ch~~racter~ this is equivalent to 10,000 wordso 
Hence,· we ,se.e tliat the- ancie~t Chinese were right in saying "a picture 
is worth 10, 000 words". ' 
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Manl.s Informa·tion Handling Capacity .. 

It is interesting to compare manls ability to transmit or process infor
mation· with a communication lineo One ·can dete rmine man l s information 
handling capacity by the rate at, which he .can read information and repro
duce it - - the rate ~twhich shorthand may be taken or typing rates 0 • In 
all of these cases man acts:asa transmission line. It has been estimated 
'tha,t if man worked his full lifetime at transmit.ting information he could 
handle 50xl09 bits of information (50 bits/second, 12 hrs/day, 60 years). 
This is equivalent to the information handled bya' TV set in 16 minutes. 

Con c Ius i on 

It is clear that many of the concepts that appear in information theory are 
. also a.~sociated with busiJ?ess oper~tions. We may list these as follows: 

1. Business operations are probabilistic in nature. 

2. . Coq.ing of information is convenient and widely used. 

3. Commullication is an essential part of business operationso 

4. Business wishes to minimize errors in transmission and handling of 
information. 

Hence, it is likely that improvements in business data processing will 
come about through· application of information theory. Such advances 

" will first come . through improvements in methods of coding and handling 
information· in communication channels and in electronic computers. . . . 
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Boolean algebra is a mathematical technique that appears to have promise 
for application to business operational problems. ,Although its actual u'se 
in solving these problems has,-as yet, been; very limited, its success in 
the solution of logical problems of engineering and science has suggested 
that it might also be useful in business. 

Boolean algehrahas some simple mathematical properties that are eas
ily presented. Therefore, it seems appropriate to develop them first and 
then to discuss the applications with the aid of a specific knowledge of 
Booleanalge bra. 

1 Boolean Algebra 

Boolean 'algebra is an ~lgebra for dealing with,things that have only two 
values, such as the on and off positions of a: switch, the "go" and "no- go" 
of an inspection station, or the true or'false property of a statement. 
These. two·rvaluesare represented m.athematically by the two digital val
ues: 

IFor a brief but straightforward exposition of the principles of Boolean 
algebra, see G. Birkhoff and S. MacLane, "Modern Algebra", The 
Mac'Millan CompanYlI New York, N. Y., pp. 311-323; 1941. 
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T4ese digits" , 0 a~d 1" are the only numb~r~, in Boolean algebra. There 
ar~ no numbe,rs 2,. 3, 4, et'c. All numbers iri Boolean algebra 'are only 
one digit 10ng2 and they have' either the 'vallie 0 or' 1. . , 

B'oolean aigebra isa method of manipulating ,the digits Oa~d.·l in a con
venientway~It can be e~pressed in terms 0'£ sO+ne elementarYrP-athema
tical operations on the digits 0 arid I'. 'An important elementary operation 
is the "complement" in which the digit 0 is exchanged for the digit 1 and 
the digit 1 for the digit O. It' is designated by a bar - placed over the di
git to be complemented. The nature of this operation may be represented 
by the following equations (the symbol" =" meaning equality in' both di
rections') : 

0=1 

T = o. 

Otherhnpo,rtant ele~,entary o'perations combine two digits to produce a 
third. One of, the~ is called "logical additiqn'~ and is designated by the 
symbol U+" placed betweenthe two'digits. Its' properties are shown in 
the :follo"Ying ,table: 

0: + p =.0 

0+1 = 1 

1 + 0 = 1 

1 + 1 ,= 1 

The first three equations in this table are the same as those for addition 
, in ordinary arithmetic •. The fourth, howev'er, is different. Inordinary 
arithmetic, the sum. of 1 arid 1 is 2, 'but' there 'is no 2 in Boolean algebra; 

2 Although the binary digits 0 and 1 are usedi Boolean algebra is quite 
. different Jrom"the binary number system ap,d should,not be confused 

,: ',with it. , 
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consequently, the right hand side of the fourth equation must be 0 or 1. 
TheoperatioYl'+is defined w:ith the value 1 for the fourth equation. 3 
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: A third important elementary operation is call~d "logical multiplication". 
It is designated by the symbol". " placed between the two digits. Its 
properties are s~own in the following table: ' , 

o 0 = 0 

o 1 = 0 

1 • 0 = 0 

1 • 1 = 1 

These four equations, are the same as those for multiplication in ordinary 
arithmetic. The three operations of complementation, logical addition, 
and logical multiplication are comple~e in the ~ense that all possible op
erations in Boolean algebra ,can be expressed in terms of them. 

~n addition .to its arith.metic properti:s., Boole"n algebra has the capabil
Ity of treatIng symbolIcally the quantltles that have only two values. Thus 
in the alg;ebra, letter symbols, such as A, B, 'm, x, etc., called 
"variables", are defined to represent these quantities., These letter sym
boIs may take on only the values 0 arid 1. The mathematical operations 
described in the preceding paragraphs may be applied to the symbols. 
Thus, the equation 

A+B=C 

means that the value of A when combined with the value of B by the oper
ation of logical addition must equal the value of C. 

The three oper~tions of +, 0, and - when applied to a single variable 
produce the following equations, which are satisfied'identicall y'for all 
value s of the variable. ' 

3 
If the value o were used on the right hand side of the fourth equation 
with the other th'ree equations rem~ining the same, ,: another operation 
of Boolean algebra would be defined. This operation is usually repre
sented symbolically by <±>. 
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A+'A='l 

A+A=A 

A -'-A = 0 

A 0' A = A 

(These equations are easily verified by substituting numerical values 
:for A. ) 

Complementation has the following interesting property: 

A+B=A-B 

A-B=AtB 
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It is important to note that the operations of subtraction and division 
which are inverse to addition and multiplication in ordinary arithmetic, 
do not exist in Boolean- algebra_ Thus'from' 

A · -B = A - C 

it does not follow that 

B = C. 

Similarl y, from 

A+B=A+C 
,. '" 

it doe s not foll?W that 

B = C. 

, The concept of a "function" is useful in Boolean algebra., Its definition 
is ~hesame' as in ordinary mathematics:: A function of a variable (or 
variables), say A, is a rule by which there is assigned to each value of. 
that variable (or set of values of those variables) ,a function value F (A) . 

. Function values may only have the values 0 or 1 too_ 
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Owing to the restriction to the digits 0 and I, there are only four 
pos sible functiops of one va:riable. ,They' are: 

A F1 Fi'F3 F 4 

o 0 0 I I 

1 0 .1 0'1 
.> , 

In' algebraic symbolic form, these functions may be written: 

Fl = 0 

F2 - A 

'F 
·3 = A 

F4 = 1 
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There are sixteen possible functions of two variables. In general, there 

are 22
n 

functions of n variables. 

A P P lie at i on s in Eng in e e r i n g an d Sci e tl c e 

Boolean algebra has been applied extensively in the design of the switch
ing networks of digital computers4 and of telephone systems. The ele
mentary switches in this equipment have only two operational states, 
"off" and "onll; consequently, they can be represented mathematically 
by binary digits 0 and land the designing 'of networks of these switches 
can be treated by Boolean algebra. It is instructive to consider an ex
ample from the de sign of switching networks 0 ,Let 0 repre sent the off 
state of a switch' and 1 represent the .on state and let the switching proper
ties of various switches be represented by letter symbols A', B, C, D, etc. ; 

4For an exposition of the use of Boolean algebra in digital computer 
design, .see 'E. C. Nelson, "An Algebraic' Theory for 'Use in Digital 
Computer Design", Froc .. Trans. IRE FGEC EC-3, 12, (1954). 
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i. e., the symbol A represents the on-off state of one switch, the symbol 
B represents ,the on-off state of another switch, etc. If A and B are two 
switches, another switch. C can be made by connecting A and B as speci
fied by the equation 

C = A + B. 

This equation states that C is' a switch that is made by connecting to
gether·the switches A and B so that the resultant switch C is on if either 

'A or 'B or both are on and is off only if both A and B are off. Similarly, 
the equation 

D=A·B 

st~tes:that Dis: a. switch that is made by connecting together the switches 
'A and B so that, the resultant switch D is on only if the switches· A and B 
are both on; otherwise it is o·ff. 

Boolean algebra was developed initially by George Boole for symbolic 
logic. 5 In logic, an important elementary concept is the' property of a 
statement being true or .false. Since true and- false are two values, they 
can be represented by the binary digits; usually 0' represents :the state
ment being false and I represents the statement being true. Letter sym
bols also are used. Thus the statement 

A dog is an animal 

is either true or· false. This property of the statement may be represen
ted by a letter 'symbol, say A. A having the value 0 means that the state
mentis Jalse and A 'having the value 1 means that the statement is· true. 
In symbolic logic, each statement is assigned 'a letter symbol which re
presents its truth property. When statements are combined to form new 
statements, their ·truth symbols can be combined in a similar manner so 
that the resultant mathematical expression represents the truth property 

5 
For a readable exposition of the principles of symbolic logic see 
Alfred Tarski, "Introduction to Logic a~d to the' Methodology of 
Deductive Sciences" " Oxford University Press, New York, N. Y; 1946. 
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of the new·statement;·· e:~ g., the statement· 

A fish is an' animal 

having a truth property represented by the symbol B may be combined 
with the preceding s.tatement to produce a new statement 

"A dog is' an . animal and a fish is' an ani~al 

having a truth propertyC represented by 

C = A· B. 
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As statements in the"English language, the ·first one is true, so A has 
the value l,. and the second one is false, so B has the value O. The 
statement resulting from combining the two statements with the conjunc
tion "andll is false, so C should have the value 0, which is just the value 
calculated from the equation· for C in terms of A and B. . 

On,theother~hand,the state'ment obtained by combining those statements 
with the conjunction "orn 

A dog is; an aniInal or:a fish is an aniInal 

is a true statement and its truth property, say D, should have the value 
1. D may be expressed in terms of A and B by the equation 

D =A i- B. 

Substitution of the .values for' A and B into this equation furnishes a value 
of 1 for. D. 

·Thus in symbolic'logic, state'mentscan be combined by means of conjunc
tions and the truth property of the, resultant. statement can be calculated 
by· applying Boolean algebra to the truth properties of the statements. 

A p p 1 i cat i on to Bus i n e s s ·0 p e r·a ti 0 n s 

.Boolean algebra can be used to treat mathematically those problems in 
business operations in which·the elementary things have only two values. 
The only applications in business. :operatioris known to the' author are 
applications in symbolic logic hi which the elementary things are the 
truth properties.of elementary statements. 
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Symbolic logic has been applied to the analysis of certain types of busi- , 
ne s s policy. A policy is usually a collection of statements about ce rtain 

,aspectsof the business. To apply symbolic logic, these statements are 
analyzed into a set of elementary statements and combinations of the ele
mentary' statements. The truth properties of the elementary st~tements 
are represented by letter symbols and the truth properties of the combi
nation statements by Boolean algebraic equations containing, those sYm
boIs. Analysis of the policy by Boolean algebra .can test the policy for 
consistency and completeness. Symbolic logic has been applied to the 
analysis of insurance contracts to te~t them for consistency apd com
pleteness. 

Applications of Boolean algebra to business operational problems have 
been very limited. It is a mathematical technique that seems to have 
promise for' application to these problems and therefore some interest 
in it has been aroused in the business community. 
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A certain corporation is involved in producing and marketing three 
different products , all utilizing the same type of resource. By the word 
Jlresource" we might mean labor resources or the land required in a 
farm enterprise or w,arehouse space~ or any other commodity that 'goes 
into the produc tion of the se three produc ts. Figure 1 shows the profit 
for each of these.produc·ts, and itis assurnedthatany quan'tity of these 
products can be sold. For instance, the top figure in Figure '1 shows' 
tha.,tif product 1 is produced in quantities of less than 15 units, then the 
profit i.s 1. 2 million tOT each unit produced. (The million is omitted '. 
from the graph in order to save space.) However, if more than 15 of 
these units are produced, then the profit drops down to $100, 000 for 
each product. The other graphs in Figure 1 have similar meaning. The 
problem we propose to examine now is the following: the total resources 
available to the corporation are given--how to allocate these resources 
to the three produc ts ? 

Let us denote by A the total resources available, and let us denote by 
xl' x2.' and x3 the quantities of these resources .allocated to the first" 
secona., andtliird product. Then 

(1) 

The profit associated ,with this allocation of products c.an be written as 

(2) 

where each of these particular functions refer to the graphs shown in. 
Figure 1. Mathematically speaking, then, the problem is to maximize 
the profit as expressed by Equation (4) under the restriction of Equation 
(39), ThLs problem is often referred to as the problem of the distribution 
of effort as the resources are considered as efforts expended in producing 
these different products. The problem we are describing here is a pro
blem in mathem.atical programrning~ but it is not a linea.r programming 
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problem. 'The reason is that the payoff function as expressed by 
Equation (2) is a nonlinear function. In simpler language , we can say 
that the functions shown in Figure l' are not straight lines, whereas 
in linear programming problems, the payoff function must be straight. 

In the example we have described, the payoff function was nonlinear but 
the relation bet~een the unknowns was linear. If we replaced (I) by 

2 
xl + log x 2 + JC3 = A (3 ) 

we would have a nonlinear relationship between the unknowns. It is seen, 
then, in a linear programming problem" all the equations must be linear; 
in a nonlinear programming problem some or 'all the equations may be 
nonlinear. 

'In the ,case of linear programming problems there is a general method, 
the'simplex method, which: allows the 'computation of the solution which 
minimizes (or'maximizes) the payoff function. In the case of nonlinear 
problems ,no;such general method is available. Some nonlinear problems 
can besoived, some cannot. Each problem must be examined on its own. 

To illustrate our point, we will show now how the allocation problem we 
described here can be considered as a problem in "convex" programming 
and how it can be solved . 

. The functions shown in Figure 1 are called by mathematicians, convex 
from below. The curve shown by the solid line in Figure 2, or'the dotted 
polygon shown in 'Figure 2are both convex from below. The definition 
of convexity is further explained with the 'aid of Figure 2. Namely, if 
qne chooses any tw:o points on the graph, say A and B,' and one selects 
any points .. , ,say C, situated on the straight line connecting A and B, then 
C lies below theg-raph. Figure 3 shows a graph which is not convex; 
D lies above the graph. 

The theQry of convex programming is based on the following theorem: 
if in a' mathematical programming problem all the equations relating 
the unknowns, are linear and the payoff function is convex from below, 
then the payoff function can be minimized with the aid of the techniques 
of linear programming. 

As an illustration of this theorem, we show now how the allocation prob
lem discussed above can be formulated as a ,problem in linear program
ming. 
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We ,d~neted by x, ~he .. r~seurces allo~ated ,t9: th~, f~:rst preduG,t. Let us 
"d~riote\PY~l,tha!. ;ffap t~~~'ef,the:r.~'s.o~rc::es j~ll6~~tec;l,t6,,~h~ first preduc t 
. fer which tlie Ull,lt preflt IS 1.. 2:mlIIlen. As, there .cannot be :more than 
. 15 unit~, 0at.jde,ld thi.s:: :rat~.efpro'f~t, 'we ~F ve ' ',., ""." 

'(: '(" 
0~Y.l·~I5. , 

New, we denote by Y'2 the,fractien which yields the unit prefit ef 
¢IOO, 000. Here 

, 0(. y < 20·' - '2'- , '. 

(4) 

(5 ) 

(It can be ebserved en. the tep graph in Figure 1 that there cannet be 
sold :more than :20,:units:'of this, type. )' 

~ .".. . i 

Quite si:m.ilarly, wedivide'~x2;' the'reseur,cesal1oca~ed ,to. th7 secend 
preduct, ·lntethree' parts, . y 3' Y'4,'Y5) as' :suggested 'In theinlddle 
graphin-Figtire. 1. Here we lla ve ' ' .,'.... . ;.' " ' 

. 0'<Y3~20' 

< < 2 0-Y4- 0 

?( ysl i,o' 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Finally, we divide x3:·intothree parts'Y6' YiaridY8' 'as suggested by 
the betto:m graph·in Figure'!' We have here 

.' :'. :.' t. ' 

:Let- us re:mernbe.r,;new" that·,·. 

0~Y6~I.0 
},6-< ';7~5':, 
~<Y8<I05 

, r,'~ ~ •.. j 

. ; 't, 

YI + Y2 = Xl 

(9) 

. " (10) 

( 11 ) 

(12) 
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Y 3 + Y 4 + Y 5 = x 2 ( 13) 

, Y 6 + Y 7 + Y 8 = x3 ( 14) 

, Now we observe the following important point., The profit can be written 
,as 

, and this is a linear payoff function. We see .. .then that with the aid of the 
now variables 1 we can express our problem :as a linear programming 

"problem: 

As we stated before, this is always the case for convex programming 
'problems and, therefore, we' see (at least for this special case), that 
convex programming problems can be solved with the aid of linear pro
,g rainrning .: 

We see then that here we have a method which allows the solution of 
certain nonlinear problems. Now we proceed to discuss another type 
of nonlinear problem which can also be solved, though not with the aid of 
techniques of linear programming. 

A Problem Related to the Attrition of 
Production' Facilities 

The produc tion department of a, c~rtain corporation is making long-range 
plans for the assignment of production facilities. Suppose that the cor
poration has 1000 special automatic machines which can produce only 
two different products. If x number of these machines are allocated to 
produce the first product, the profit will be represented by the upper 
f(x) curve shown in Figure 4. On the other. hand, if y number of machines 
are assigned to the second product, the profits are shown by the lower 
curve g(y) in Figure 4. We wish to make a decision for each of the 
following four years with respect to the question of how many of each of . 
the machines should be allocated to the first and second product. Ob
serving that profits on the first product ,are higher than for the second 
product, one would think, at first, that all production should be allocated 
to the first product. ' 

There is, however, another factor that must be considered: the attrition 
rates of the machines are differen~. Namely, if 100 machines are 
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, 
assigned to the first product, then after the first year there will be only 
60 m.achines in,working condition. On the other hand, if 100 machines 
are assigned to the second product then there will still be 80 machines 
in working condition at the end of the first year. Now at the end of the 
fir,st year, that is, at the beginning of the second year, there will still. 
be a certain num.ber of m.achines available, depending on how the machines 
are allocated during the first year. We'assume that these machines will 
be reconditioned and will be as good as new. Now, ,a new decision has to 
be m.ade on how to allocate the machines in the second year of production. 
At the end of the second year of produc tion a decision is to be m.ade again, 
and finally at the end of the third year, a final decision is to be m.ade as 
far as the allocation of machines for the fourth year is concerned. 

In order to m.ake the problem. Il10re m.anageable, we assum.e at the end 
of the fourth year that the machines will all become obsolete and they 
will have no value. It can be seen, then, that this factor of attrition 
m.akes the problem. more com.plicated, and we propose now to proceed 
to set up the mathematical equation for the .solution of this problem.. 

Let us assume that we allocate xl' xz, x3' and x4 rium.ber of m.achines 
to the first product during each of the four year s ,and. we allocate y 1 ' 
yz' Y3' and y 4 nurnbe~ ofrnachines to the second product. We assume 
that we start wi th,A1 nu:mber of :machines, and ,so we have 

(16 ) 

(In our particular case, the value of Al is 1000.) Let us denote by A
Z the num.ber of Il1achines in working condition at the beginning of the 

seco:nd period., Then we have 

(17 ) 

Consequently, we ~ust have 

(18 ) 

Quite similarly, ,we get for the third and fourth year, the following 
equations: 
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A3 = . 6:X2 + . 8y 2 ( 19) 
, .. . 

(20) 

and 

(21 ) 

(22) 

The total profit for the four years can be expressed by 

It can be seen then that mathematically speaking the problem is to 
maximize the profit as given by Equation (23) under the restrictions of 
the Equations (16) to (22). This problem is not a problem in linear 
programming, as the profit is' not a straight line or linear function. In 
order to s.olve such a problem, the techniques of linear programming are 
not adequate. However, we will ~how that a method of solution for this 
nonlinear program can be developed. 

Let us first plan for a single'year and assume that a total of A machines 
are available at the beginning of this year. (It is not assumed that A has 
the value of 100.') Let us assume that x of these production machines are 
allocated to the first product, and y of the machines are allocated to the 
second product. The profit associated.with this method of allocation is 
given by 

z = f(x) + g(y) (24) 

where 

x + y = A. . (25) 

It is recognized, then, that if we plan only for one year we have the 
problem of the distribution of effort. ,In order to solve this problem, we 
first prepare a table of numbe rs where for different y,alue s of x and y 
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we enter the appropriate value of the profit z. Then we select a numeri
cal value of A, survey the profit values on the table for which xty=A and 
select the maximum profit that can be obtained for this nume rical value 
of A. We can repeat this procedure for different values of A and thereby 
obtain the largest profit that can be obtained with A machines, provided 
we are planning ahead only fora single y~ar. Let us denote by Fl (A) 
this large st profit. 

This method of computing the table and selecting the maximum. profit is 
equivalent to the following mathematical statement: 

F 1 (A) = :max 
~x~ 

~x) + g{A - x~ . (26) 

Let us con~:d~ernow a two~:stage 'problem, and 'aSSume again that we ,be,..; 
gin with'"A"riumber of lI!achin~s ,: and that we allocate x· of these to the 
first product and y of these to the second product. According ,to our 
attrition rate, the number of machines av:ailable for the second period is 
given by, 

I 

A . 6x t . By. (27) 

Now, whatever way we allocate our machines in, the first period, we 
certainly will allocate our machines in the best pos sible fashion in the 
second period. Therefore, we can say that our. profit for ,the two years 
of the planning 'plan i.s given by 

z = f(x) + g(y) t F 1 (. 6x t . By). (2B) 

However, we recognize that y is given by 

y=A-x (29) 

and the number of machine s available at the beginning of the second year 
is given by 

I 

A -. 6x + . By = .6x + . B(A·- x)= . BA-. 2x~ (30) 
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Therefore, we can say that the com.binedprofit for the two years is 
given by 

. z . = f(,x) + g (A - x) + F 1 (. 8A - . 2x). (31) 

The question is, then, what value of x should we select to m.ake this 
profit the largest possible.. Now by assum.ing various values of A and 
X, we can prepare a table showing the variations in the above costs. 
Then for each value of A we can select the value of x which gives the 
m.axim.u:m profit. Inm.athem.atical notation we say that the best profit 
is given by 

F 2(A) = max 1f(x) + g(A - x). + F 1 (. 8A - .2x)1, (32) 
O~x{A L .~ 
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provided that we start with A :machines and consider only a two-year 
planning period. Quite"sim.ilarly, if we denote by F 3(A) the best possible 
profit that can be obtained in a three-year period, we can deter:mine this 
F 3(A) with the aid of the equation 

F 3(A) = m.ax E(x) + g(A _0' x) ~. F 2(' 8A - . 2XU . 
O.i.x{A 

. (33) 

This is again the m.athem.atical statem.ent describing the preparation of 
a table of num.bers and the selection of the appropriate m.axim.um. values. 

We can proceed now to solve the probleITl for the four-year period, and 
therefore it can be seen that the whole problem. can be solved by a step
by-step process. Each step involves the preparation of a table of 
num.bers--the selection of the highest payoff possibilities from. this 
table and each step relies on the result of the previous step. Such a 
procedure is referred to in the literature a.s dynamic progra:mming, 
and there are m.any m.athem.atical program.:ming proble:ms that can be 
solved by the :methods of dynamic programm.ing. 

Other Nonlinear Program.:ming Problem.s 

As we have already stated, there are no general methods for solving 
nonlinear program.ITling problems and each case nlust be solved on its 
own. Some nonlinear programm.ing problems can be-solved with the 
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'aid of calculus, arid here the method of using Lagrangian multiples is 
an important tool. There are some nonlinear problems which can be 
solved by graphical methods, while there are some which can be 
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solved by using electronic computers. Generally speaking, however, 
each business problem that leads to a problem in nonlinear programming, 
presents a new challenge to the investigator. 
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FIGURE 2. THIS CURVE IS CONVEX FROM BELOW. POINT C IS BELOW THE CURVE. 
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" FIGURE" 3. NON CONVEX PAYOFF FUNCTION. POINT CIS BELOW,'POINT 0 IS ABOVE THE CURVE. 
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FIGURE 4. A PROBLEM RELATED TO THE ATTRITION OF PRODUCTION 
FACILITIES 
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Suppose I aIll the Illanager of a refinery, and I aIll producing insufficient 
quantities of gasoline and insufficient quantities of Diesel oil, but I pro
duce a surplus of Bunker fuel oil. This condition Illakes it necessary 
forIlle to export the surplus of Bunker fuel and iIllport quantities of 
'gasoline and Diesel oil to Illeet Illy Illarket requireIllent. This, of 
course, leads to excess transportation costs and lowers Illy profit. My 
staff recoIllIllends four different Illethods of iIllproving Illy profit struc
ture. These proposals recoInInend certain policies; naIllely, that I 
Illodernize SOIlle of Illy production facilities and tha.t I introduce SOIlle 
new proIllotional Illeans to Illarket Illy product. Each of these proposed 
policies leads toa different increase in profit. My current profits are 
30 cents per barrel. If I accept the first recoIllIllendation, profits go 
up to 35 cents, the second recoIllIllendation leads to 39 cents, the third 
one to 42 cents, and the fourth one leads to 44 cents per barrel. (These 
figures include depreciation costs associated with the capital expense 
required to Illodernize Illy refinery.) Which of these recoIllIllendations, 
if any, should I accept? At first glance, it would appear that obviously 
I should take the fourth proposal which leads toa profit of 44 cents per 
barrel. 

A Illore cOIllplete exaIllination of the facts, however, uncovers SOIlle 
additional iInportant inforIllation. * The total lTIarket in this area is 
essentially fixed and split between Illy refinery operation and Illy princi
pal cOIllpetitor--there is no way of changing the total Illarket require
Illent. FurtherIllore, I know that Illy competitor is considering changing 
his refinery equipIllent and also, conSidering other ways of improving 
his profit. As I know a great deal about Illy cOIllpetitor1s operation,and 
I know the Illarket, I can figure out the possible iIllproveIllents he is 
considering. Evaluation of his possible actions lead to a table of poten
tial profits per barrel of product, as shown in Figure lo 

~:~SYIllonds, G. H., Application of Linear PrograIllIlling to the Solution of 
Refinery ProbleIns, Esso Standard Oil COIllpany, Linden, New Jersey 
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This figure shows that if my competitor does not make improvements, 
.and I make no improvements, I receive 30 cents profit per barrel. 
Making no improvements is designated as my first policy, or policy 
number CD . If I"accept the first recommendation of my staff, that 
is, policy ® ' and he makes no improvements, th~ figure shows that 
I get 35 cents per barre. 1; according to policy I3) 39 cents; according to 
policy ® 42 cents; and.according to policy C2J 44 cents. We desig-

.

nate his policy of making no improvements as his fir~o.licy, or policy 
number [[] . However, if he proceeds with policy 13J as a method of 
improving his business, my profit will change. If my policy remains 
unchanged, I get 34 c~,.tsa barrel; if I introduce my p. olicy ®, I get 
38 cents; my policy \.2) leads to 41 cents, etc. Figure 1, then, .shows 
rny profit, whatever the policy accepted by rny competitor ,and what
ever the policy accepted by my own refinery. 

What should my action be in this case? Suppose I accept my policy®, 
what WOU.ld happen? If he doe sn It change his POliffj' I get 44 .cents per 
barrel. On the other hand, if he "play.s II poli~y 5, I only get 30 cents 
per barrel. Perhaps I should accept rny policy 3 ? Then 1 would get 
at least 37 cents ~ofit on each barrel; or if he .does not select his best 
policy (which is I2.J ), I rnight even get rnore than 37 cents per barrel. 
However, the que s tion is this, is rny policy ofacc epting policy 0 the 
best possible:? Is it possible for m.e to assure a profit of m.ore than 37 
c en ts per barrel? 

It is clear from Figure 1 that if I choose a policy and adhere to it, then 
policy 0 is the best. However, there is another possibility; narnely, 
that I change :my policies from. rnonth to rnonth, and in this way perhaps 
I can improve my profit to a higher figure than 37 cents per barrel. In 
fact, perhaps I could prepare a program. for the next ye,ar, specifying 
in what month which of the policies I am going to "play". However, I 
do not consider this plan practical, because it is very likely that my 
competitor would .find out about rny plan .and then he could counteract it 
by selecting an .appropriate sequence of policies. 

At this point~ I hit on the following plan: suppose that at the beginning 
of each month I toss a coin. Wh~I get heads, I "play" policy ®, 
when it is tails, I "play" policy \2). In this way at least I can be sure 
that my competitor is not going to know what policy I arn going to ttplay". 
This ,,,game" is somewhat unsatisfactory because I can select from only 
two different policies. Suppose I throw some dice and according to the 
numbers that corne up, I select my policy. Another possibility would 
be to take a big urn and fill it with tokens which have the numbers 1, Z, 
3, 4, and 5 written on them. I pull one of the se tokens out and the 
number shown on its face is the policy to be played that particular 
month. The question now is, how rnany tokens should have the number 
"l"? How many should have the number "2", etc. If3 it possible by 
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playing this gam.e to get m.ore than 37 cents profit on each barrel of 
product? If the answer is affirmative, I would like to know what would 
be the best possible way of marking the tokens in order to get the 
highest possible profit, and .what is the value of this highest possible 

. profit. 

The problem. we have formulated here is a problem. in the branch of 
mathematics called "Theory of Garnes". This mathematical theory 
leads to the anSwer to the problems posed here--place a single token 
into the urn with the number "2" written on it, and put in two tokens 
with the number "3" written on them. Pull one of the three tokens from 
the urn and play the particular policy tha.t is written on the token. Re
place the token and pull one out .again next m.onth, etc. On the basis of 
"Theory of Game s" we can be certain that this is the best possible policy 
that we can adopt; this policy leads to an average profit of 37 2/3 cents 
per barrel. In other words, using this scheme improves the profit by 
2/3 of a cent per barrel. 

To be more specific, accepting this policy insures getting this 37 2/3 
cents per barrel of profit. Furthermore, on the basis of the "Theory 
of Game s" I also know that if my competitor "plays II the same sort of 
"game II., he should place into his urn one token with his policy m and 
two tokens with his policy m. Then my competitor will restrict me 

. ,to the long-run profit of 372/3 cents per barrel. On the other hand, if 
he "playsll any other "strategy" my profit will be higher than this 37 2/3 
cents. . 

The game we describe here is called by mathematicians a zero- sum 
two-person game. The table of profits shown in Figure I is called the 
payoff matrix of the game. We have here a five-by~five payoff matrix, 
since we have five row;S and five columns in the table. 

A Two-By-Three Two-Person Game 

In order to develop the basic concepts of the Theory of Game 5, we will 
examine in detail a two-person game which is somewhat simpler than the 
one we have considered so far. We as surne that there are only two 
strategies available to me, and there are three strategies available to 
my opponent and that the payoff m.atrix is given by 

[l] EI [il 3 

1 2 3 11 

2 7 5 2. 
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The question is, wltat strategy should I play? 

I might take a very optimistic point of view and say that I am after the 
largest possible gain. This is the $7 shown in the lower left-hand 
corner in the rna trix. So, I say I ,am tp pl?-y strategy 0. However, 
as tim. e goes -,on, my op. ponent is going to find out that I play strate.~ 0 
and he is going to counteract my strategy by playing his strategx 1l.J. 
-In this case, then, my gain is only $2. Furthermore, suppose now that 
in some other game, there is a fourth strategy for the opponent, with 
payoffs of $1 and ~6. Under this condition, my opponent would never 
play his strategy []Jas in strategy a:J he has to pay $2br $7, while 
in this hypothetical fourth strategy he has to pay only $1 and¢6. This 
meanS that his strategy m is always better than his strategy II] (as 

, he always loses less mon~ by playing strategy [i]).Therefore, it 
,would be in vain for me to '~ope for the $7 gain, as he would never play 
strategy II]. It is seen, then, that my policy of g9ing after the largest 
possible payoff is not neces1sarily a rational one. 

I 

i 

According to theargUIIlent we followed in the case of tlle case of the oil 
refinery, we, suspect that I should play ,a combinati9n of my two strate~ 
gie.s,. that is, Ishouldc;lternate betwee.n strategy:m and stra .. tegy 0.2 ~ 
Perhaps I should play Q) half of the' tune, and strategy 0 also half 
of the tinle. ,UfPose for the nlonlent, that nlY. opponent always plays 
his strategy 1. How much money am. I going ~~et in the long run, if 
I play 500/0 of strategy <D and 50% of strategy ~. Clearly, the anSwer 
is ~halfway between the gain of $2 and $73 that is, my gain in the long run 
will be $4.50. 

We propose now: to extend this argument to a somewhat· more complicated 
c'ase. Let us assUIIleagaini that :my opponent still plays his strategy []J, 
but ~at I pl.ay.a fraction x times stra~y <D a~d the re~t of the times, 
that IS,. (l .. x tunes), I play :strategy ~. What IS my gaIn under these 
conditions? In the long rqn, I will get x times $2, ,and I-x times $7, 
which give s me 

z = 3~ + 5(1 - x) = 5"-,2x. (1) 

A grafflical. representation bf this equation is shown in Figure 2 by the 
li~ 1. It can be v, erified that if x=. 5, that is, if I play my -strategy 
\!).5 times 3 then the gain is, indeed, $4.50. If I never play my 

strategy CD, x is z~ro .and the gain is ¢7, as it can again be seen in, 
the figure. Furthermore, if I play strategy, <D all the time, then x is 
1 and the gain is $2. It is seen, then, tha:t in Figure 2 the straight line 
rr.:l shows any possible gain I can get, as long as my opponent plays 
strategy cq. ' 
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Quite similarly, we can compute the possible gain if my opponent plays 
strate~y IT]. This gain is given by 

x := 3x + 5(1-x) = 5 - 2x (2) 

and is shown graphically in Figure 2 by the straight line marked with 0. 
Finally, if my opponent plays strategy ,~, then my gain is described by 

z = llx + 2( 1 - x) = 2 + 9x (3) 

which is again shown in. Figure 2 by the straight line ill. 
Incidentally, if I play only strat.egy CD or only ®, this is described 
in the theory as playing a pure strategy. We observe that in .Figure 2, 
pure strategies are represented by either the value x=O or x=l, and, 
therefore, the gains for pure strategies are given by the left-hand or 
right-hand side verticals. 

We noticed that being a optimist is not necessarily a rational way of 
playing the game. Another~>pos·sible:method of argument is Jlthe principle 
of insufficient reason". I take the point of view that I have no idea what 
my opponent is going to play and, therefore, I arbitrarily assume that 
one-third of the time he is going to play strategy m, one-third of the 
time strategy 11l, and one-third of the time strategy IJ]. Again, let 
us assume that I play strategy CD x fraction of the time. Now let us 
ask the question, what is my gain under these conditions? The way to 
compute this gain is to take the gain shown by- Equation 1 multiplied by 
one-third, take the ga~n shown by Equation 2 multiplied by one-third, 
take the gain shown by Equation 3 multiplied by one-third, and add up 
these three gains. On the basis of the principle of insufficient reason, 
then, we get the following gain: 

z = 1/3(7 - 5x) + 1/3(5 - 2x) + 1/3(2 + 9x). (4) 

This can be simplified to 

z = 14/3 + 2/3x. (5 ) 
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In Figu17e 2 this line is shown by the dotted straight line. For instance, 
it can be seen that if I play my strategy CD half of the time and my 
strategy ® half the time (and I assume that my opponent will'pla;y his 
three strategies in equal proportion), I can'expect.a gain of¢5, (point 
P in the figure). In_ order to make my gain the largest, I should mix my 
strategies such that I reach the right-hand upper end of the dotted 
straight line. This means ~ that I should play my strategy (i) J all the 
time, that is,, I should have the pure strategy of CD. Then'1'.can hope 
for a ga.in .of 16/3 or ¢5. 30, (point Q in Figure2). '. 

Let us now ask the questio, n Wh, ether this p*ciple of insufficient reason 
makes good sense. If I play my strategy \..!) all the time, my opponent 
is going to find this out and then he is going to countera,ct by pl'aying his 
strategy fll and so I will collect only $2 instead of the $5. 30 I had 
hoped for.We can see, then, that the principle of insufficient reason 
is not necessarily a rational argument for deciding what strategy I 
should use. 

We propose now toexamine another method of arg,uing, which one could 
describe as the conservativE(attitude. If I play the pure str~tegy CD, 
I am quite certain to get at leC!lst ¢2. (I get exactly this amount if my 
opponent plays his strategy [iJ.) If he plays .some other strategy, or a 

~ combination of his otl.rer strategie s, 1 am. going to get m.ore than .~2. 
However, I am qll:ite certain that if I playstrateg~ CD" I will get at 
least ¢2. Suppose now I play my pure. strategy 0. It happen.s to turn 
out (this is just a coincidence) that in this case again I can be certain of 
.'~t~ atJe,,-'ast ¢2., ,NOW, lask the, q.uestion, if I should mix strategie'S 
~ ~and® in some fashton, what is the num.ber of· dollars I can be 
certain of getting? If I play my strategy CD, x number, of times then 
the respecti ye gains, depending ou' whether he plays strategy trJ, (]J J 

or m is given by one of the following three numbers: . 

7 - 5x 5,-- 2x 2 - 9x (6) 

I am certain that I am. to get at least as much as the smallest of these 
three num.bers. To illustrate, let us assume that x=. 4, that is, I play 
strategy CD 40% of the time. If he plays his strategy 1Il, I am. to get 
$5, as shown by point A in Figure 2. If he plays his strategy ~, Iget 
~4. 20 as shown by B, and if he plays his strategy [II I get ¢5. 60 as 
shown by point C However, I do not know which of these strategies he 
is going to play. All I know is that I can be certain o£ getting .$4, 20 
which is the smallest of the three numbers. I can put this thought into 
mathemat~l form by saying that whatever num.ber of times I play 
strategy \..!) 3 that is, for any value of x I am certain to get the gain 
given by 
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z = min(7 - 5x~ 5 - 2x, 2 + 9x). (7) 

The word ahead of the bracket is an abbreviation for minimum, and it 
means that one is to take the minimum (that is, the sITlallest) of the 
three numbers. Now, I ask, what value of x should I use? It will ITlake 
good sense to select x, so that this gain that I aITl certain to get becoITle s 
the largest possible, The three straight lines in Figure 2 forITl a shape 
sOInewhat like a roof of a house, and our problem is to find the top of 
this rooC at which point my certain gain becoITles the largest. In order 
to deterrnine this point D on the diagram, we can either read the figures 
as shown, or we can compute this intersection by solving the equations 

. for the two straight lines. The equations for these two lines are given 
by Equations (2) and-(3), and by solving theITl we get the value x=3!ll. 
This gives the fraction of times 1 should play ITly strategy (il.. The 
remaining tiITle, that is, 8/11 time, I should play strategy W.: It is 
easy to compute that my expected gain is 49/11 dollars, which is about 
¢4.50, This gain is called the value of the gaITle and we denote this 
gain by V. It is seen, then, that ITla the ITlatic ally speaking, this gain is 
determined by selecting the value of x, which rnaxiITlizes the gain as 
given by Equation (7). This ITleanS then that the value of the gaITle for 
this particular gaITle we are discussing is given by the forITlula· 

V = max min(7 - 5x, 5 - 2x, 2 + 9x) (8) 
O~x<l 

In sUITlITlary, then, we see that if I play ITly strategy CD, 3/11 tiITles, 
and ITly strate~f5Y ®, 8/11 time s, then whatever ITly opponent does, I 
will still get ;z54. 50. The conservative point of view leads to a consis
tent me thod of solving our problem. 

The Strategy of the Opponent 

Let us now put ourselves into our opponent1s shoes. What is' the strategy 
that he should play? Again, we accept the concept of visualizing the 
worst, and so we will say that his problem is to be certain to prevent 
me from gaining too much rTloney. In other words, he should "try to keep 
my gain dO'ATn. If he plays pure strategy (J], all he can be certain of is 
that he will keep me below ¢7. (See Figure 2~) This is due to the fact 
that if I play pure strategy ® and he plays his pure strategy CD, I 
get exactly ¢7. We suspect again that his strategy should be a ITlixture 
of his various strategies, and we propose to search for the best ITlixed 
strategy -he can hav.e. 
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Suppose he mixes his strat~ CD and m and plays strateg.y m half 
of the tilne~ and strategy l2-l half of the'time. If it is assumed that I 
play strategy CD x number of times, then my gain will be given by the 
formula 

z = 1/2(7 - 5x) + 1/2(2 + 9x) = 4.5 + 2x (9) 

In Figure 3 we give ~raphical representation of this mixture of 
strategies.-U] and l1.J. For instance, it can be seen that if I pl~my 
strategy Q) 800/0 of the time and he is mixing strategy [J and ~ in 
equal proportion, then my ~in will be $6 (point A). We see, then, that 
if he plays his strategies LlJ and [IJ half and half, all he can be certain 
of is that he is going to keep me down to $6.50, as I can realize this gain 
by playing the pure strategy CD. 
Now we ask the question, what mixture of strategies II] and m should 
he use in order to be certain to keep me down to the lowest gain? The 
graphical representation of each qf these mixed strategies is given by a 
st,raigh, t line going through"EQint P in. Figure 3. We see that the be,st 
mixture of his strategies LlJ and m will be represented by the hori
zontal line in Figure 3. It is easy to compute that this horizontal line ~s 
obtained by the 0mnent playing his strategy m 9/14 tirn.es, and play
ing his strategy 2 by 5/14 number of times.In this case, we get for 
my gain the expression 

z = 9/14(7 - 5x + 5/14(2 + 9x) = 73 1/4 = 5.2. (10) 

This shows that my gain, (if he u,ses this particular mixed strategy) is 
¢5. 20 independently of what strategy I play. (This means then, that the 
line in Figure 3 is really horizontal.) We can see then, that if he plays 
this mixture of his- st!ategies [!] and 0 l1 then he can be absolutely 
certain to keep me down to a gaIn of $5 .20. However, by inspecting 
fiJure 2, we can see that he will be better off by rn.ixing his strategies 

2 and 0 instead of IT] and [I). More specifically, one can com-:
pute that by playing his strategy 1Il, 9/11 times, and m, 2/11 times, 
he can keep me down to a gain of 49/11 dollars. T:p.is mixture of his 
strategies 0 and m would be represented by the horizontal line 
going through the point D in Figure 2. 

In summary, we can see that if he plays this last strategy, then he c,an 
be certain to keep me :down to, 49/11 dollars. If he plays this strategy 
no matter what I do my gain is not going to be over the 49/11 dollars. 
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Let us remind ourselves now that previously we established that if I 
follow my best strategy 1 am certain to get the 49/11 dollars. Now, we 
find that if my opponent plays his best strategy he can be certain of ' 
keeping me down to this 49/11 dollars. Is this a coincidence that these 
two dollar figures are one and the same? 

The celebrated theorem of the Theory of Games, the so-called min-max 
theorem, stat~s that it makes no difference whether we consider the 
optimum stra"tegy of either of the players, the expected payoff is the 

,same. This th~orem allows then the development of a Theory of Games 
and leads to a rational choice of strategies on the part of the players. 
Let us add, that a more precise statement of the theorem includes the 
specificatio? that we are dealing with a "zero-sum two-person game". 

C'oncluding Remarks 

We have presented here some of the basic concepts of the Theory of 
'Games and, in particular, we have described what is meant by a 
"strategy". The Theory of Games is a field of science covering a 
large body of knowledge, and we have covered here only a very small 
portion of the theory. However, it can readily be seen that there is a ' 
similarity between "playing a game" and controlling a business firm 
under competitive economic conditions. In fact, the Theory of Games 
was originated to develop the economic theory of competition. 'During 
recent years, there has been a great deal of discussion of applying the 
Theory of Games to the solution of business problems. However, in, 
most business problems, the knowledge of various alternatives is not 
,well known, and, also, it is often difficult to predict the consequence of 
a decision. Also, conditions governing the behavior of business firms 

, are usually much more complex than the conditions assumed by the 
mathematical theory. The Theory of Games is poteJ;ltially an important 
tool for the business ,man, though actual applications are still difficult 
to find. 
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